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Absorption and electro-absorption (Stark effect) spectra of polycrystalline and lyophillized samples of pheophorbides and
bacteriopheophorbides have been measured in order to obtain information on the consequences of intermolecular
interactions on electronic structure. The results support the general hypothesis that large red shifts in the absorption spectra
of photosynthetic aggregates are associated with increased dipolar character in the excited state due to mixing with
intermolecular charge transfer states. In some cases, new bands, which are difficult to detect or absent in the absorption
spectrum, are observed in the electro-absorption spectrum, and these may be charge-transfer transitions. The structures of
several polycrystalline aggregates, either ground single crystals or lyophillized powders, were analyzed by powder X-ray
diffraction. In some cases, the powder diffraction of lyophyllized powders was found to be nearly identical to that predicted
from single crystal diffraction data on the same chromophore. High quality electro-absorption spectra were also obtained
and analyzed for the monomeric pigments.

1. Introduction
Many aspects of the initial photophysics and
photochemistry of photosynthesis are the consequence of specific inter-chromophore interactions. These include rapid energy transfer in the
antenna complexes and the initial electron transfer reactions in the reaction center. Intermolecular interactions among the photosynthetic chromophores result in spectroscopic changes relative
to the isolated monomeric molecules that include
red shifts of absorption bands (the Q~,band in
particular) and inter-transition intensity borrowing. There has been a considerable effort in recent years to calculate both the spectroscopic
(e.g. absorption, emission, circular dichroism,
electro-absorption) [1—7]and dynamic (e.g. electron and energy transfer) [8—111properties of
photosynthetic arrays. Most attempts to simulate
the energies and amplitudes of absorption and
circular dichroism spectra begin with classical ex0022-2313/92/$05.0O © 1992

—

citon theory [12,131.Early calculations were generally limited to a treatment of dipole—dipole
interactions between the lowest energy Q~transitions and usually failed to simulate the magnitude
of the red shifts as well as other observations [14].
More sophisticated methods have been developed to account for interactions of the Q~,transitions with higher energy transitions (Q~and B),
charge-transfer (CT) interactions, and orbital
overlap [5,151.
These methods require precise geometric and structural information and are limited by the inadequate structural data available
for many of the systems of interest. Even for
bacterial reaction center (RC) complexes, whose
structures are available [16—20],the precision is
currently rather poor. Thus, precise information
on intermolecular distances, as well as more subtie factors such as side-chain orientations and
ring pucker [21] which may be important, is not
yet available at the level needed for accurate
calculations.
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Fig. 1. Structure and numbering system for the macrocycles discussed in this paper. (A) Chlorophyll a; (B) bacteriochlorophyll a.
R —CH3 in the methyl esters; Mg is replaced by 2 H in the pheophorbides; and —CO,CHb group at position 10 is replaced with
—H in the pyro-compounds.

In order to better interpret spectroscopic resuits for protein/ chromophore systems, it would
be advantageous to examine well-ordered, simple
molecular aggregates. Although very few crystal
structure determinations have been reported for
chlorophylls (Chls) and bacteriochiorophylls
(BChls), high resolution single crystal X-ray structures have been determined for methyl pheophorbide a (MePhide a) [22] and methyl bacteriopheophorbide a (MeBacPhide a) [23,24]. These
are the focus of the present study (see fig. 1 for
molecular structures). Earlier studies of the electronic absorption spectrum of MeBacPhide a single crystals [251 and simulations of these results
[5]will be discussed in the context of the present
work.
One of the objectives of this study is the examination of the role of structure on electronic
excited state electro-optic properties (e.g. dipole
moments) and their manifestation in the absorption spectrum. In particular, because of the large
intermolecular interactions in these aggregates,

charge transfer transitions, corresponding (in the
simplest view) to a one electron oxidation and
reduction between neighboring chromophores,
are expected to be close in energy to locally
excited irrr * or exciton transitions [5,26,27]. Direct detection of pure CT bands is often difficult
as they are expected to possess low oscillator
strengths and may have broad line widths. In this
preliminary study, we have attempted to detect
CT transitions and the admixture of CT character
in other transitions using applied electric fields
(electro-absorption spectroscopy, often called
Stark effect, electrochromism or electromodulation spectroscopy). This approach is based on the
expectation that such transitions will have preferentially enhanced electric field effects. Such effects have been previously observed in electro-absorption studies of reaction centers [28—32],antenna complexes [33], and synthetic chlorophyll
dimers [34—36].In addition, electric fields have
been used to assign exciton and CT transitions in
single crystals and polycrystalline films of aro-
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matic hydrocarbons [37—401
and phthalocyanines
[4111,and there have been extensive theoretical
discussions of these transitions [54].

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Sample preparation
Methyl pheophorbide a, pyromethyipheophorbide a (pyroMePhide a) and methyl bacteriopheophorbide a were prepared according to established procedures [42,43]. Purity was assessed
by thin layer chromatography, UV-visible absorption and NMR spectroscopy. PyroMePhide a and
MePhide a were crystallized from 1: 1 mixtures of
MeOH/CH2CI2 and benzene/MeOH, respectively. MeBacPhide a crystals were grown from
CH2CI2/benzene as described in ref. [241.
Lyophilized powders of the chromophores were
prepared by freezing a benzene solution of the
sample and pumping off the solvent leaving a fine
powder.
Films of solid samples were prepared as follows. Small amounts of water-insoluble material
(polycrystalline or lyophyllized powder) were
ground using an agate mortar and pestle along
with a suitable quantity of powdered poly(vinyl
alcohol) [(PVA), 88% hydrolyzed, 125 000 MW], a
water soluble polymer. A small amount of liquid
nitrogen was usually added during the grinding to
prevent thermal damage of the sample and to
maintain hardness. The finely ground powder
consisting of sample and PVA was then dissolved
in 0.01% aqueous lauryl dimethyl-amine-N-oxide
(LDAO) at 50°Cgiving a suspension of microcrystals which was poured onto a clean glass slide to
form a thin film when dry (LDAO was added
because it facilitates removal of the film from the
slide). Films were typically 50—100 p~mthick, and
microscopic examination indicated that no sampie particles larger than 20 ~i.min diameter were
present. Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) films
of the monomeric compounds were prepared as
previously described [28,29].
2.2. Powder X-ray diffraction
X-ray diffraction of lyophyllized powders and
ground polycrystalline samples was performed us-
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ing one of two diffraction instruments: a Picker
4-circle diffractometer with a Rigaku X-ray generator (36 kV/16 mA) or a Scintag diffractometer (45 kV/40 mA) kindly made available by Dr.
Lawrence Bernstein at Scintag, Inc. Scans of 20
2°—50°with 0.05°step size, 1°resolution, and
10 s dwell time were run under computer control.
When single crystal structural data are available
(for MePhide a and MeBacPhide a), computer
simulations of the expected powder patterns are
generated with standard programs using the
atomic coordinates and thermal parameters. Using pre-determined diffraction and absorption
terms for the atoms involved, this gives simulated
intensity and angle values for all of the allowed
=

reflecting planes. The stick pattern is then convolved with a Gaussian line shape to produce the
patterns shown below. Powder X-ray diffraction
of a PVA film containing lyophyllized MePhide a
was also done to confirm that local structure in
the aggregate is retained in the polymer film.
2.3. Electro-absorption spectroscopy
Electro-absorption spectroscopy was performed using the apparatus described elsewhere
[35]. PVA films of the lyophyllized powder or
polycrystalline samples and PMMA films of the
monomeric compounds were coated with semitransparent layers of Ni (typically 75 A) on each
side. All spectra were taken at 77 K.
In general, within the classical model of electro-absorption [44,45], the change in absorption,
~A, upon application of an external electric field
is comprised of contributions from the zeroth,
first and second derivatives of the absorption
spectrum. These terms arise from contributions
due to changes in the oscillator strength, polarizability and dipole moment, respectively. With sufficiently accurate absorption and electro-absorption data, a fit of the i~Adata gives each contribution; however, in the present preliminary study,
we only consider contributions due to changes in
the dipole moment. In this case, the change in
absorption in an applied electric field ~ for an
isotropic sample can
be described
as:
2(A/v)
~F2
C~ ~ d
30h2
dv2
__________

=

(1)
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F

1~~
=f~Fext, and f is the local field correction factor. In general, f is a tensor quantity
and in single crystals this property could be investigated [28,31]. In the following we will treat f as
a scalar because the values of electro-optic parameters for single crystals are still at a qualitative level. In the results presented here, the magnitude of the change in dipole moment upon
electronic excitation,
I, is reported in units
of Debye/f to facilitate comparison. This also
serves to separate the experimental uncertainty in
the derived values of electro-optic parameters
from the uncertainties in our knowledge of F1~~
due to the local field correction factor. In general, for molecules in non-polar environments

such as those considered here, f is expected to
~be somewhat greater than 1.0, but is likely less
than 1.3. The angle dependent factor C~is given
by:
2x 1)
C,~
2 + (3 cos
x [3(p .~~P1A)
2]
(2)
—

=

—

where p is the transition moment unit vector
which makes an angle ~A with ~~i/.LA,and x is the
experimental angle between the polarization direction of the probe beam and the applied electric field. The angle ~A can be obtained by a
least-squares fit of L~Ataken at various angles ~
to the dependence of CX/CX
9~ from eq. (2).
When x 54.7° (the magic angle), the second
term in eq. (2) is zero, and L~Ais proportional
simply to I
2 The
v-weighted second
derivative is calculated directly from the absorption spectrum using numerical methods; however,
for a Gaussian band with a given magnitude (A)
and line width (FWHM), the peak value of the
second derivative can be approximated by:
2(A/v)
8 in 2 ~A(vmax)
vd
(@~max)
(3)
dv2
(FWHM)2
=

=

Ideally, electro-absorption data could be obtamed with oriented, ultra-thin single crystals,
rather than isotropic dispersions of microcrystais
or lyophyllized powders. Such experiments are
difficult for very strong absorbers such as the
chiorophylls. Therefore, in this first report we
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Fig. 2. (a) Simulated powder 20
X-ray diffraction pattern of
MePhide a using the crystal structure coordinates [22]; (b)
experimental powder X-ray diffraction pattern of lyophilized
MePhide a.

have studied isotropic dispersions of crystalline
materials, although this is less than ideal. An
alternative is to study well-defined dimeric systems. Such experiments are reported elsewhere
[34]; however, the structural data for even the
best characterized synthetic dimers is marginal
compared with the high-resolution data for single
crystals.

3. Results
3.1. Crystallization and X-ray diffraction
The powder X-ray diffraction pattern of
lyophyllized MePhide a is shown in fig. 2 and is
compared to a synthetic pattern calculated using
the MePhide a single crystal coordinates and
isotropic thermal parameters (non-H atoms only)
[22]. The agreement between the two patterns is
quite remarkable and indicates that essentially
the same short- and long-range order are present
in the powder and a single crystal. This is also
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true for pyroMePhide a where lyophyllized and
polycrystalline samples produce similar X-ray
diffraction patterns (fig. 3). A single crystal structure has not yet been reported for pyroMePhide
a, so comparison with a calculated pattern is not
possible. Inspection of the patterns reveals that
the diffraction of pyroMePhide a is different from
that of MePhide a (fig. 2), indicating distinct
crystal structures for the two compounds. In particular, the observation that the lowest angle peak
occurs at a larger value of 20 for pyroMePhide a
compared to MePhide a indicates a smaller unit
cell. This is clear from inspection of the relationship 20hk1 2 sin1(A/2dhk/), i.e. the d-spacing
(the spacing between the h k I planes whose
diffraction appears at angle 20) is inversely related to the diffraction angle.
The results of single crystal X-ray diffraction
of MeBacPhide a obtained in the course of this
work have been reported elsewhere [24]. Additional attempts to crystallize MeBacPhide a from
other solvent mixtures failed to give single crystals with high resolution diffraction [35]. Powder
X-ray diffraction results for polycrystalline and
=
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Fig. 4. (a) Simulated powder X-ray diffraction pattern of
MeBacPhide
using the
crystal
structure pattern
coordinates
124]; (b)
experimental apowder
X-ray
diffraction
of polycrystalline MeBacPhide a; (c) experimental powder X-ray diffraction pattern of lyophilized MeBacPhide a.

lyophyllized
MeBacPhide
a (fig. 4) are Neither
not as
definitive as those
of the pheophorbides.
tern calculated using the coordinates from the
crystal
powderstructure
pattern is[24],
an although
identical some
matchresemblance
of the patis observed in the relative peak positions and
intensities. Somewhat better agreement can be
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obtained by eliminating the coordinates of the
benzene molecule of solvation in the synthetic
pattern calculation, and this suggests that preparation of the finely ground powder may result in
esis, we observed that the powder pattern, and
hence
loss
of the
this overall
benzene.crystal
Consistent
packing,
withchanges
this hypothwith
time (on the order of days) suggesting that the
benzene is slowly diffusing from the micro-
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Fig. 3. Powder X-ray diffraction pattern of (a) polycrystalline
pyroMePhide a; (b) lyophilized pyroMePhide a.

crystals. One further observation from fig. 4 is the
difference in the position of the lowest angle
peak of the lyophyllized sample compared to the
polycrystalline and synthetic patterns. The displacement of the peak to larger 20 indicates a
smaller unit cell as discussed above. In any event,
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o.i5r~

it is clear that even lyophyllized samples have a
large degree of long-range order.

0.10k

3.2. Absorption and electro-absorption spectroscopy

005

3.2.1. Methyl pheophorbide a
The absorption and electro-absorption spectra
of monomeric MePhide a, including the Soret,
O~ and Q~ bands are shown in fig. 5. The
electro-absorption spectrum of this chromophore
is described well by the second derivative of the
absorption (compare figs. 5(b) and (c)). This mdicates that the dominant effect is a change in
dipole moment, ~
upon excitation, with little
change in polarizability. The excellent quality of
the data allows calculation of the angle ~A for the
Q~,transition as 23 ±2°.Using this value of ~A
and the data in fig. 5(b) with eqs. (1) and (2) gives
1.2 ±0.1 D/f for the Q~(0,0) band.
Results for the other bands in the visible region
are
1.4 D/f and
1.0—1.6 D/f for the Q~
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explanation for this unusual line shape is that it
reflects a heterogeneity in aggregate excitonic
interactions. The band maximum would then correspond to the dominant aggregate exciton transi-
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tion with a distribution of other aggregates absorbing at lower energy.
The eiectro-absorption spectrum of lyophyllized MePhide a powder (fig. 6(b)) is similar to
the second derivative of the absorption with some
significant differences. L~A for the Q~band is
very large compared to the second derivative and
to that of the isolated chromophore, indicating a
large dipole moment change; calculation gives
I ‘lILA I 4.0—4.3 D/f with ~A 49°.Overlap between the bands in the Q~region hinders a more
precise determination. The most striking difference between the electro-absorption and second
derivative spectra is the presence of a large feature centered around 17000 cm’ that does not
appear to correspond to either the first (not
shown) or second derivative of any feature in the
absorption spectrum. The size of this band mdicates a substantial change in the electro-optic
properties of the electronic states upon excitation. Without a clear line shape from the first and
second derivative spectra, it is impossible to tell
whether the t~Aline shape is due to a change in
the polarizability (first derivative shape) and/or
dipole moment (second derivative shape). If the
effect is a second derivative shape of some underlying, low intensity absorption band, then the
width of this band must be considerable, perhaps
as large as 1000 cm~. Based on data taken at
x 90° and 54.7°, ~A is approximately 30°—50°,
significantly larger than for the isolated monomer
Q~band.

0.3
02
-

01
0.0

3.2.2. Pyromethylpheophorbide a
The electro-absorption spectrum of monomer
pyroMePhide a (data not shown) is nearly identical to that of MePhide a shown in fig. 5. The
derived value of I ‘lILA I is approximately 1 D/f
for the Q~and Q~transitions with ~TA 0°.It is
interesting that ~A is quite different for monomeric pyroMePhide a and MePhide a. This should
present an excellent test for the accuracy of calculations of the properties of simple monomers
which must precede the theoretical analysis of
more complex systems. Polycrystalline and
lyophyllized pyroMePhide a have very similar absorption and electro-absorption spectra; data for
lyophyllized pyroMePhide a are presented in fig.
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7. The lineshape and red shift of the Q~band are
similar to those observed in MePhide a, but the
magnitude of the shift is considerably smaller; the
peak maximum appears at 680 nm (14706 cm i)
The electro-absorption spectrum for this aggregate also shows several features with large absorption changes. It is unclear from the absorption spectrum whether these z~A features correspond to absorption and second derivative features at the same approximate wavelength. Because bands are present, we will assume that the
L~Afeatures do correspond to these bands, and
use the measured values required for eqs. (1) and
(2). This gives
I values of approximately 2,
8, and 9 D/f for the Q,, Q, and B bands,
respectively, for ~A 40°.Alternatively, the large
features centered around 18500 cm and 23200
cm~may not be due to the Q and B transitions
at all. Instead, these transitions may be analogous
to that at 17000 cm1 in lyphyllized MePhide a,
in which case the values of I 4ILA I are larger still
(see discussion below).
—

-
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3.2.3. Methyl bacteriopheophorbide a
The absorption and electro-absorption spectra
of monomeric MeBacPhide a in a PMMA film at
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(polarizability change with little change in dipole
moment); similar results are obtained for these
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latter
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roMePhide a discussed previously, may be attributed to the size distribution of micro-crystals
and variable amounts of solvent exposure. Because the individual crystalline particles are only
several microns (or less) in diameter, there is a
significant fraction of the molecules that are so!vent-exposed at the interface between the crystal
and the matrix. Support for this reasoning comes
from a single crystal spectrum taken of the same
MeBacPhide a used for the dispersed polycrystalline film and crystallized using the same solvent mixture. This spectrum, obtained using a
home-built micro-spectrophotometer whose design is similar to that used by Hanson and
Hofrichter [25], reproduces their spectrum in ~‘max
and line shape (data not shown).
The electro-absorption spectrum of polycrystalline MeBacPhide a (fig. 9(b)) is similar to that
for the other pheophorbides in that there is a
very strong effect on the Q~,transition and the
presence of other, electric field-enhanced bands
not discernible in the absorption spectrum. In
this case, a band appears at 15000 cm~ that
does not seem to correspond to any absorption
feature. The absorption data are not of sufficient
quality to obtain reliable second derivatives; however, using an estimate of the bandwidth (FWHM
1500 cm”) to approximate the magnitude of
the second derivative at the peak of the
band
(eqn. (3)) results in I
I 12 D/f, using the
angle dependence shown in the inset to fig. 9.
=

—

4. Discussion
4.1. Powder X-ray diffraction
The results presented here indicate that powder X-ray diffraction may be a generally useful
method for characterizing the structures of complex chromophore aggregates in the absence of
large single crystals and under conditions which
may sometimes be more useful for absorption
spectroscopy. One of the most striking observations made during the course of this investigation
was the difficulty of preparing truly amorphous
(i.e. disordered) powders of chlorophyll chromophores. In some cases lyophyllized powders
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dried from benzene show the same crystal packing as carefully grown single crystals. There appears to be a natural tendency for these
molecules, perhaps because of their plate-like
structure, to align themselves with a particular
long-range order. Based on this data, we adopt
the working hypothesis that polycrystalline and
lyophyllized powders have the local and longrange structure of a macroscopic crystal. It is
interesting that BCh1 d crystals grown under different conditions resulted in different structures
[46]. Within the range of conditions tested here,
this does not appear to be the case for MePhide a
or pyroMePhide a.
4.2. Absorption and electro-absorption spectra
The high quality electro-absorption spectra of
the monomeric chromophores in figs. 5 and 8
should provide a precise target for spectral simulations. The dipole moment differences are generally quite small. In addition there is little evidence for a first derivative contribution to ~A of
the Q~,transition, consequently changes in polarizability upon Q~,excitation are very small. This
result is typical for aromatic molecules with fairly
low symmetry, and contrasts sharply with the
conjugated polyenes [47—49].
Although the absorption and electro-absorption data for polycrystalline and lyophyllized sampIes are still far from ideal, several consistent
trends emerge. Ideally, one would like to have
identical local structures in order to analyze such
trends without resorting to detailed calculations,
but small variations in the local structure from
one system to another, specifically in the intermolecular spacing, make this rather difficult. As
discussed at the outset, variations of less than 0.1
A in the intermolecular spacing and the offset
between macrocycles can have a substantial effect
on the spectral properties.
The red shift of the Q~transition observed in
all of the pheophorbide aggregate absorption
spectra is similar to that of many other aggregates
including several chlorophyllide polycrystalline
samples [50], evaporated thin films of BPheo a
[51], mixed aqueous-organic solvent formed
oligomers of BChl and BPheo [52], and antennas
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and RCs of photosynthetic bacteria [33]. The
origin of the shift in MeBacPhide a crystals, according to the analysis of Hanson and Hofrichter,
are the ‘rr—’rr interactions between the porphyrin
rings which form one-dimensional stacks and
two-dimensional layers [25]. They base their conclusion on the fact that, since no Mg is present in
MeBacPhide a and the single crystal is a waterfree environment, no hydrogen bonding can occur. Hydrogen bonding and axial ligation had
been proposed as some of the causes of the large
red shifts observed in aggregate chromophore
complexes [50].
The present work is consistent with the notion
that the magnitude of the Q} red shift is an
indication of the strength of the intermolecular
interactions. This strength is reflected in the difference dipole between the ground state and the
excited state. I ~
I, assuming the ground state
dipole is small, is a measure of the polar character of the excited state and is an indicator of
mixing with nearby CT states. Simulations by
Parson et a!. [5] of the electronic absorption for
crystalline MeBacPhide a indicate the presence
of a number of CT transitions that should be in
the visible and near IR regions of the spectrum
and which correspond to electron transfers from
an origin molecule to its nearest neighbors. The
calculations in ref. [5] used the earlier, low precision coordinates of the crystal structure [23]. Professor Parson kindly provided the program used
in ref. [5], and the absorption spectrum was recalculated using the updated X-ray diffraction
determined atomic coordinates [241.The results
highlight the extreme sensitivity of the spectral
simulations to small changes in the coordinates,
First, electrostatic calculations reveal a 200 cm
difference in the energies of the CT states determined using the different coordinates. Second, in
order to maintain the Q~,transition at the experimentally measured energy [25], the CT transitions
needed to be adjusted an additional 2000 cm
higher in energy. The precise origins of this difference in terms of meaningful theoretical factors
are hard to pinpoint, as there are many assumptions and approximations implicit in the calculation (see ref. [54] for extensive discussion of these
issues). It is remarkable that very small changes
—

—

in the atomic coordinates lead to changes in the
calculated energies of CT states of the order of
2000 cm (250 meV). Such differences in structure would go undetected at the current level of
resolution of reaction center structures [17—20],
therefore it is unclear whether calculated spectra
based on these protein structures can be quantitatively interpreted at this time. Furthermore, it
is uncertain that the protein X-ray structure refinement will ever progress to the level where
such structurally subtle, but electronically significant, differences can be reliably determined.
In all cases we find that the change in dipole
moment associated with the red-shifted
bands
in these aggregates is substantially larger than in
the corresponding monomer. This is what is observed in RCs [28—32]and in some antenna cornplexes [33]. In most cases, and in contrast with
the natural systems, new transitions are observed
in the electro-absorption spectra of the crystalline
samples which are not obviously present in the
absorption spectra. It is reasonable to suggest
that these may be inter-molecular charge-transfer
transitions. The presence of CT transitions in the
visible region is predicted from calculations on
MeBacPhide a crystals [5] as discussed in the
previous paragraph. Such transitions have been
observed in Stark spectra of thin films of crystalline aromatic hydrocarbons (e.g. tetracene,
pentacene) [37—40]and phthalocyanines [41], and
their properties have been described theoretically
[54]. Because of the close energetic proximity of
these transitions to locally excited ‘Tr’bT and exciton transitions, we expect that there will be strong
mixing among these transitions. Thus, although
these transitions are identified with CT states,
the precise degree of CT character is not easy to
specify. It should be noted, however, that in contrast with most intermolecular systems studied to
date, the underlying absorption associated with
these strong z~Asignals is very weak. This makes
it very difficult to quantify the value of I ~tILA I,
as this relies on a comparison with the second
derivative of the absorption. The fact that ~A is
substantially larger in all aggregates than for the
parent monomers is especially interesting and
parallels what is observed in the reaction center
[28—32].This is consistent with the notion that
-
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the dipolar state which is mixed into the lowest
Q~,transition lies out of the plane of the macrocycle, as would be expected for a contribution
from an inter-molecular CT state. Of course, the
angle ~A only defines a cone, not a single direction in space, so we can at best present a consistency argument as is always true with dichroism
data. Finally, if these new bands are due to CT
transitions, then the higher energy of the new
band in the pyrolyzed chromophore is consistent
with redox potential measurements of the two
molecules in solution [43,53]. Simple arguments,
based solely on the redox potentials, would prediet a higher energy CT state in pyroMePhide a
than in MePhide a.
Recently we have examined the electro-absorption spectrum of the special pair in photosynthetic RCs at 1.5 K in glassy matrices where the
inhomogeneous line width is substantially narrower [55]. Under these conditions, a discrepancy
between the electro-absorption spectrum and the
second derivative of the absorption spectrum can
be observed. The results indicate that a substantial first derivative contribution is present corresponding to a change in polarizability. Further
consideration of the consequences of mixing with
CT states suggests that the excited state of the
special pair is best described as a highly polarizable state, with the substantial observed dipole
moment being induced by the organized matrix
field in the RC. This is analogous to the situation
for polarizable polyenes in antenna [49,56] and
RC [56] complexes. The crystalline aggregates
studied here likewise should have regular, ordered matrix fields; however, the magnitude of
the induced contribution cannot be assessed because it has thus far proven difficult to extract
reliable polarizabilities from the data. To date,
attempts to calculate the electronic and electrooptic properties of photosynthetic pigment cornplexes have not considered these factors which
are likely to be very important.
In summary, the low-lying electronic transitions of aggregates of the photosynthetic pigments are found to be substantially more sensitive to an applied electric field than these transitions in the corresponding monomeric pigments.
This is interpreted as an increase in dipolar char-
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acter due to mixing with charge transfer states
involving one-electron oxidation and reduction of
the neighboring macrocycles. These dipolar properties correlate with the red shift of the lowest
energy absorption maxima. The measured direction of charge displacement is always substantially larger in the aggregates than in the
monomers, again consistent with mixing of states
whose dipole moment lies out-of-plane. Ideally,
these experiments should be performed on single
crystals; however, this is a difficult experiment.
Even though the dispersed aggregates often have
complex absorption spectra the general trends
discussed above appear to be reliable indicators
of inter-chromophore interactions.
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